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Pushpal Ghoshal
Frontend Developer

Frontend Developer (Team lead)

LegalForce RAPC

Mar 2022 - Present Chennai, India

 Built multiple cross-browser compatible and 
accessibility compliant websites, resulting in 22% 
faster load time than industry average with Next.js.

 Produced multiple high level components for search 
UI with backend integration for over 12 million 
trademarks as well as its registration.

 Developed and revamped existing site with 
dashboard and admin app while working along with 
an extremely agile tech as well as legal team.

Frontend and Bot Developer

Plant vs Undead

May 2021 - Dec 2021 - 7 months Kolkata (Remote)

 Developed and designed landing pages for the nft 
games on FAC chain with wallet authentication - 
Metamask and Ronin

 Whitepaper and developed server wide minting for 
over 300k users

 Maintained seamless online communication with the 
FAC chain as well as the Discord server info bots

React Developer (Contractor)

Caresy

Aug 2012 - jul 2013 - 1 year Kolkata (Remote)

 Developed and designed a pharmaceutical React 
based web app with Next.js

Experience

Industry Knowledge

Frontend Development

Project Management

Backend Development

Devops

Cloud Computing

Blockchain

Tools & Technologies

React JS Vue.js Node.js

JavaScript TypeScript NextJS

Python Docker Kubernetes

Flutter Git Figma

Languages

English (professionnal)

Bengali (native)

Hindi (Professional)

Marathi (Professional)

https://github.com/Atomized-titan
https://www.linkedin.com/in/pushpal-ghoshal-093347156/
https://medium.com/@pushpal-ghoshal
https://www.pushpalghoshal.com/


Trademarkia & Trademarkia Admin

Front End development

Mar 2022 - Present Chennai, India

 Built a complete web application interface for a smooth trademark filing 
process.

 Developed multiple landing pages as well as 7 filing processes with 
multiple form and api technologies with strict TypeScript and ESLint rules.

 Integrated highly agile login procedures in the app and other related apps 
like dashboard. (Firebase and custom backend auth)

 Integrated multiple payment methods - Swipe, Paypal, Amazon Pay and 
credit/ debit cards.

 Developed a multi feature admin side to be used by US Attorneys and Legal 
assistants for the trademark filing process.

 Integrated multiple third-party SDKs such as loom SDK and HubSpot with 
HotJar and Google Analytics.

LegalForce Family

Front End development

Mar 2022 - present Chennai, India

 Developed a social Media platform for the close community of LegalForce 
employees

 Features Such as Multi-image and video upload. Emoji picker, lightbox photo 
viewer, personal activities were integrated with Framer Motion

 Maintained  Cloud storage, Database and login authentication with Firebase

Stonks

Personal Project

Aug 2012 - jul 2013 - 1 year Kolkata (Remote)

 Developed a completely interactive verified discord bot for crypto 
information using JavaScript and Node.js.

 Implemented chart, API features and real-time systematic automation in 
the back-end using crypto APIs and instantaneous data formatted review.

 Made it optimized for 24/7 reply and serving over 340K users across 200+ 
servers and Extensive documentation on GitHub.

Projects

https://file.trademarkia.com
https://adminv2.trademarkia.com
https://family.trademarkia.com
https://stonksup.netlify.app/

